Dear Reader,

Welcome to the Mid-year edition of the Relaxnomiks.
We are half way through 2021 and most of us are experiencing a cocktail of emotions. As a Nigerian you
are worried about the Emirates ban and an expensive
or no summer holiday. Insecurity is still the talk of the
town, food prices are sticky downwards and exchange

rate volatility persists. However, there is some respite
as Brent crude is trading at $75pb, 87.5% above the
2021 budget benchmark ($40pb).
I would honestly recommend you take a break from
Nigeria's problems for a few minutes to protect your
mental health. Let this edition of the Relaxnomiks be
your safe haven! You can relieve the resounding
GOAL echoes of the Blues in the recently concluded
UEFA champion’s league or plan a visit to one of the
holistic spas in Lagos. Another therapeutic activity
would be to ignite your fashion passion by taking a
trip down memory lane to the 90s.
The soothing pieces will keep you calm as you prepare for the second half of the year.
As always, your readership is very much appreciated.
Enjoy your read!
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Sometime ago, I was listening to this really fun song by Ben & Jensen; the chorus is, “Let’s go
back to the nineties”. (I can almost hear the track ringing in my head right now.) The point is
that fashion trends from the 90s are back with a bang!
The world of fashion is now nostalgic with oversized blazers, chokers, puff-sleeve blouses,

pleated trousers, pinafores and prairie dresses. Oh, I can’t leave out square-toe shoes, slip
dresses, mom jeans, biker shorts, baguette bags, and tiny sunglasses....all of which are a cut
out from the 1990s fashion book.
While leather fisherman sandals, chunky gold pearl earrings, close-fitting tailored vests,
stirrup pants and some really cool vintage looks are yet to make a comeback, let’s go down
memory lane and ignite some fashion passion.
Leather chokers
If you missed the opportunity to explore this in the 90’s, fret not.
Your time is here, go right ahead and rock this like a “rock star”.

Lest we forget, Christian Siriano brought this back in his fall 2020
collection.

Bike shorts
Princess Diana set the trend with bike shorts
back in the day. Spandex bike shorts were the
ideal fit in or out of the gym. They’ve made a
fashionable comeback thanks to celebrities
like Naomi Campbell. You can try them with
oversized polo shirts and white sneakers. Or you can go all leathery...with a jacket, cotton
tank top and leather boots. Don’t forget the jewelry. A pony tail or an updo heirstyle will fit
perfectly.
Puff-sleeve blouses

The 90’s presented us with the most gorgeous style of puff-sleeve blouses. They were a musthave with the most fashionable people donning them. Right now, rocking a puff sleeve is the
in-thing from millenials to gen z and everyone seems to love the trend. If you an ankara/
adire lover...i recommend a bold statement puff sleeve to your next owanbe. For the coportate
genies, i just had an eureka moment for your next board meeting presentation. Its a v-

necked straight dress, with a long puffed sleeve (medium size) paired with a black & white
pattern monochrome stilettos. Straight hair and an updo is perfect. A simple jewelry set,
preferably
studs and a
tiny neck piece
will do just fine.

Cat-eye sunglasses
Oversized cat-eye frames were the rave in the
90’s. Today, the style is more contemporary as
evidenced in the shape and forms being worn.
You can wear this for casual outings...it will be

stunning!
High-waist mom jeans
Mom jeans are no longer the frumpy style we once all evaded. They are not only in vogue
but are extremely comfortable. Thanks to fashion aficionados and trend setting clothing
brands, the high-waist baggy style has been popularized again. Mum jeans suit casual
looks but also pair well with corporate shirts and heels.

Fanny packs
Fanny packs are the best way to keep your hands free and your load

light. Dubbed in the 90’s as a genius way to carry only the most
important things around, fanny packs are here to stay. Paired with
your biker shorts, a fanny pack is the right suitcase for your phone and other essenatials.

Slip dresses
Slip dresses are probably one of the fashion pieces you can never go wrong with, no matter
how you choose to rock it. You can wear this to a dinnerand dress it up with nice heel
sandals and the right accessories.

Denim overalls
We can honestly say that we love the
revamp of the 90’s denim overalls.
Designers are now offering more stylish

versions like overall dresses and we love all
of it. This outfit would be really nice paired
with sneakers or oxford flats. Heels also
work if you like making fashion
statements.
Try new trends, enjoy playing dress up and making new memories!

When was the last time you pampered yourself? I mean, the last time you REALLY pampered yourself? Let us do a quick analysis... You wake up as early

as 6am, to beat Lagos traffic and get to work, Monday through Friday. The
weekend comes but goes in a flash and Oops! Monday is here again.
Thinking about this alone gives me stress lines and all I can think of is a day
at the spa. I believe you deserve to be pampered and live life to the fullest. If
these reasons are enough, here are 5 spas in Lagos that will help you de-stress
and feel revitalised. Trust me, you might not think you need it until you try it!
Oriki Spa

Where is my “Team Natural?” Oriki Spa was established to provide relaxation
as well as the finest treatments for your face and body. The ambiance spells out
paradise. It is the first and only all-natural farm to skin brand in Nigeria to operate a luxury spa chain coupled with its own product line. They assure you of
an absolute sensory experience in the most natural way. Natural wonders await
you in Victoria Island, at Oriki Spa.
Rejuvenee Spa and Wellness centre

Rejuvenee sounds exactly like what we are out to achieve... rejuvenation. Rejuvenee is a holistic beauty and wellness centre located at the heart of Ikeja. They
offer services that range from facial rejuvenation, body wraps & scrubs to cosmetic dental services. This is pure bliss! You can have a steam bath, facial, mas-

sage and there’s complementary wine. Guess what? They are also very affordable.
Apples and Oranges Salon and Spa

Apples and Oranges is your one stop for quality spa experience. You get to enjoy
their client-centric approach as they are all out to ensure you have the time of
your life. You know what is even more interesting? They understand and respect
your busy schedule. In 2019, Apples & Oranges won the World Luxury Spa
Awards for the best unique experience. They also give 50% discount on nail services every day of the week. Apples and Oranges are located in Balarabe Musa
Crescent, Victoria Island, Lagos.
The Henna Place

Sorry guys, this is for the Ladies! The Henna place is a traditional spa in Lekki
& Ikeja that offers pampering sessions from the moment you walk through the
door. It has an atmosphere reflecting the rich culture of northern Nigeria. Their

services include halawa sugar wax, body scrubs, henna and massages.
Bioviva Holistic Spa Ikeja
Do you need a place to unwind? A place
that offers professional beauty, personal
care, and general well-being services? Bio-

viva holistic spa is your stop! Their main
objective to make you walk out their door exquisitely gorgeous, feeling great and
rejuvenated. They are located at Ikeja!

On a riveting summer night in the city of Porto, the curtain called on the European football
season. It was an all English final – Manchester City vs Chelsea, blistering attacking football vs

unyielding defensive solidity, unstoppable force vs immovable object. Something was going to
give. Ecstasy for the victor and heartbreak for the vanquished. For the newly crowned English
champions, it was to be the culmination of a 10-year march – continental glory at last and
bragging rights for the blue half of the city of Manchester. Chelsea, on the other hand, were on
a stage, that just a few months before, they never imagined they’d get to.

Then came the starting line-ups just minutes before the 8pm kick-off. Chelsea fielded an 11
that was tried and tested – a 3-4-3 formation with no surprises whatsoever. On the other hand,
City’s starting lineup confounded us all. There was no career defensive midfielder (DM) and
no striker. Two wingers, three attacking midfielders, two marauding wing-backs and two center-halves – what on earth was Pep trying to pull? You would have thought he would at least
have tried this tactic out once over the course of the season. But NO! He had not. To be fair, his
reputation as an obsessive tactician has been partly built around his success in extracting value from players when playing them outside their conventional positions.

And just to be clear, Pep would have been

But you can’t shake the feeling that Pep did

called a genius if it worked. But by the final

this to himself. He bottled it.

whistle, it was clear he over-thought this one.
The team came out with a defensive pivot that
was also their highest goal scorer – Ilkay

Gundogan. Things fell apart and the center
simply could not hold. City were carved apart
several times by a Chelsea side that seemed
surprised at first by what they must have

One of the most iconic moments in English

thought was a “Trojan Horse” of sorts, but

football history happened on the 13th of May

eventually took the gift and ran with it. The

2012. City were level on points with Manches-

only goal came via a through ball that cut

ter United but had a far superior goal differ-

through the heart of the city team – where a

ence. They only needed to beat Queens Park

DM should have been. Oh! And the Chelsea

Rangers at the Etihad to win the league. With

defense smothered everything City could

90 minutes on the clock they were 1-2 down

muster. By the time Fernandinho made an

and United had won their game against Sun-

entrance with half an hour gone, you could

derland. With some supporters already exit-

sense that a hole had been plugged and some

ing the stadium in tears, Dzeko equalized for

semblance of order had been restored. City

the citizens. It was 2-2 with three minutes of

played better and conjured a couple of half

added time left. Then a moment of sheer

chances – evidence of an end to its malfunc-

magic that will be spoken about forever oc-

tion. But it was too little too late. The Chelsea

curred.

defense was at its resolute best. Tuchel and

screamed...... 'AGUEROOOOOO!’ Absolute

his boys were worthy winners of the night.

Commentator,

Martin

Tyler,

delirium followed – victory snatched from

him on opposition attackers. He was the man

the jaws of defeat and despair. The Argentine

of the match in Chelsea’s last three UCL

displayed an unusual calm given the circum-

games and four of their last five. Simply im-

stances. The finish was unstoppable and City

perious in his interpretation of the DM posi-

were champions of England. It’s hard to for-

tion, the timing and precision of his tackling,

get where you were at that moment. Nine

along with his tireless running, means he is a

years on and the UCL final was Sergio

gift that keeps on giving. At just five feet and

Aguero’s last game for the club. Not the send-

six inches tall, he still somehow manages to

off he had imagined... but he came, saw and

stand out. He may almost never score or pro-

conquered. He leaves to Barcelona a legend.

vide the final ball, but his movement and intelligence make those around him better and
was the driving force in Chelsea’s late season
UCL assault.
Several other players in other clubs have been
outstanding this season. PFA player of the
year, Kevin De Bruyne, was at the centre of

Robert Lewandowski scored 41 goals to break

Manchester City’s quest for a quadruple

Gerd Muller’s 49-year old Bundesliga goal

which ended in a double. But if France wins

scoring record of 40 goals as Bayern won yet

the Euros, then Kante is clearly in poll posi-

another league title – a near certainty for the

tion.

Balon Dór you would imagine. Not if Ngolo

Kante had something to say about it. It’s hard
to distil into numbers what the French midfielder does or the impact of the mere sight of

Man United finished second after going un-

after coming from behind to beat Valladolid 2

beaten away from home all season. And de-

-1 on the last day of the season. Luis Suarez’s

spite criticism from the united faithful, Ole

67th minute winner was the title-clincher as

Gunnar Solskjaer continues to nurture a

all three points were necessary given the vic-

team that looks certain to contend for acco-

tory by cross-town rivals – Real Madrid. It

lades in the near-term. Liverpool resurrected

was fitting that Suarez got the winner

from a cataclysmic plunge to somehow claim
3rd place and leave analysts scratching their
heads. Twenty six out of a possible 30 points
in their last 10 games – as well as last minute
heroics from goal keeper Allison (my moment
of the season) to score a game-winning header at West Brom – saw the reds finish ahead
of Chelsea and Leicester. The outgoing champions showed grit to climb back up to a UCL
spot after what seemed like the worst title de-

fense in history. Leicester City on the other
hand, has for consecutive seasons, failed during squeaky bum time. A spectacular collapse
saw them drop 18 points in their last 10
games after holding on to 3rd place for most

of the season.
In Spain, Atletico Madrid were crowned
champions for the 11th time in their history

Considered surplus to requirements at the

Camp Nou on account of his age (34), Luis
Suarez was effectively forced out by new coach
Ronald Koeman. Barca finished third –
mostly for lack of reliable fire power up front.
Safe to say their loss was Atletico’s gain. Fate
clearly had a hand in it and the football gods
apparently like a bit of drama.

In Italy, the Milan clubs did a 1-2 finish with

balls ultra-wealthy clubs essentially got to-

Inter winning their 19th scudetto and the first

gether and proposed an American style

by any club not named Juventus since the

“socialist” structure where relegation was non

2009/10 season. The drama on match day 38

-existent, competition was, in essence, absent

was at the Stadio San Paolo – home of Napo-

and revenues were secure.

li. Starting the day in 4th position and needing a win against Hellas Verona FC to secure
champions league football, they had outgoing
champions breathing down their necks waiting optimistically for a slip up. Envisioning
champion’s league football without the Old

Basically, a bunch of billionaires connived to

Lady, or CR7 is simply unthinkable. Thanks

make even more billions – this time with

to David Faraoni’s 69th minute equalizer for

much less risk. The logic was simple. Who

Verona, it will remain that way for a while

wouldn’t want a league that pits Europe's big-

longer. Napoli cracked under pressure and

gest and historically successful clubs against

Juventus snatched 4th position.

each other on a regular basis? The business

Any review of the 2020/21 football season

model seemed like a no-brainer – except for

would be incomplete without a mention of

a little snag in the form of “consumer re-

football’s failed coup. The European Super

sistance”. They didn’t envisage the global

League (ESL) was supposed to be a project

backlash and whirlwind of vitriol that fol-

that would re-inject excitement into football

lowed from their own die-hard fans and the

by delivering higher quality games in an in-

media. UEFA threatened fire and brimstone.

creasingly digital media age. That’s the narrative the proponents peddled. Twelve of foot-

Domestic Football Associations made threats

Now COVID has battered their finances in

of expulsion. Even Presidents, Prime Minis-

ways not previously thought possible. Deep in

ters and Princes out rightly condemned it.

debt and looking for reprieve, I wonder what

But in the end, it was the fans – the real cus-

the clubs will come up with next.

todians of football – that were having none of

On a final note, with Messi and Ronaldo

it and they spoke in one unequivocal voice.

somehow still managing to be top scorers in

The project was dead on arrival. The clubs

their respective leagues, it appears the pass-

apologized and all is well with the world

ing of the torch to the Mbappes and Har-

again.

laands of the world could still be some way

But where did the idea come from? The clubs

off.

simply want more money. The current struc-

Time will tell..

ture vests too much power and money in the
hands of UEFA.

Roses are red, violets are blue, and Islands are fun. Don’t you
think a vacation will be a good way to unwind, reflect and restrategize as the world picks up again? And yes there are budget
friendly vacation destinations. If you are wondering if that
planned vacation is still possible, join me as we explore these five

tips that can help you decide on a budget friendly travel destination.


Check

for

travel

requirements:

Travel advisories


Check out for promos and holiday

packages: Know when to book flights

Your airfare will form a major part of your travel expense, which is
why it is important to be strategic about your searches, monitor
price drops and take
advantage of promotional offers. If you are traveling on a budget, be
ready for some manageable inconveniences such as, opting for a
longer route instead of a direct flight, to save cost.


Travel in low season

Traveling during holiday seasons such
as

summer,

Christmas,

Thanksgiving

etc. is expensive. Plan your trip either
at the beginning or end of these peak

seasons when prices drop.


Save on accommodation

For some, it is usually a hard task deciding on where to stay, especially in
destinations they have never been to.
There are numerous sites that offer
pocket-friendly accommodation but you
need to spend time researching and narrow your search to your
budget. Try booking private apartments on Airbnb instead of staying in a hotel. Also, consider decent hostels and bed and breakfast.
You’d be amazed how much information you’d gather when you re-

search deep.
To travel on a budget requires proper planning and research. It is
not impossible!

In the spirit of celebrating black excellence, Essence carefully handpicked noteworthy beauty
brands that deserve the spotlight. From organic moisturizers to hair care and toothbrushes,
here are some of the best in the black beauty business.
Rihanna launched her make-up focused brand in
2017 and has kept the momentum going in 2020 by
expanding to skin care with Fenty Skin. The skin care

products are clean, vegan, eco-friendly and gluten
free.
Fenty Skin by Rihanna

Hey Humans is an affordable and eco-friendly skin care brand
that includes toothpaste and a natural deodorant. The brand was
founded by Jada Pinkett– Smith and Beauty incubator Maesa.
Hey Humans by Jada Pinkett-Smith

Kevin Hart, in partnership with Bruush, is redefining the oral care
industry. Bruush is an electric toothbrush that gives you clean,
white and healthy teeth.
Bruush Electric Toothbrush by Kevin Hart
Alicia Keys, who was inspired by her own beauty journey created
various soothing, refreshing, hydrating and ultra-replenishing
skin care essentials for the body, mind and soul.
Key’s Soul Care by Alicia Keys
Pattern beauty is an award winning hair treatment brand. The
products which include but are not limited to leave-in conditioners, shampoos, hair serums and edge control are designed to

uniquely serve different hair textures.
Pattern Beauty by Tracee Ellis Ross

Humanrace Skincare is a health and wellness brand designed for
all gender. You can say this is Pharrell’s skincare secret in a branded bottle for the human race.
Humanrace by Pharrell Williams

TPH is a scalp and hair care line that creates the optimal environment for healthy hair no matter the style. The products deliver
nourishment, protection and deep cleansing solutions for different
hair textures.
TPH by Taraji P. Henson
Eleven is a lifestyle brand that includes tennis wears and most importantly the mineral sunscreen and lip balm. The sunscreen in
particular is mild on the skin and very healthy.
Eleven by Venus Williams
Flawless is a hair care line designed to hydrate, define, repair and
protect your hair. The products are used to achieve any style of
choice from curls to straight.

Flawless by Gabrielle Union

Living healthy is the new mantra and it starts with your food. Evolv-

ing research shows that there is such a thing as eating according to
your blood group. It could be pretty expensive, but that sure outweighs
regular visits to the hospital or a terminal illness. Remember the popular saying ‘health is wealth’. We did a little digging and from our findings, we present to you some recommended foods based on your blood
group.


Blood Group ‘O’: Research has shown that people within this blood
group tend to benefit more from the consumption of food rich in

Protein - beef, lamb, mackerel
Nuts – Walnuts, almonds

Vegetables – Tomatoes, garlic, okra, onions, red peppers, sweet potatoes, pumpkin

Fruits – Grape fruit, plums, berries
Grains – Rice, millet


Blood Group ‘A’: It is recommended that people with blood group A
choose a vegetarian food plan.

Animal products – chicken, turkey
Sea foods – mackerel, snail, salmon, sardine
Dairy – yoghurt, cheese
Nuts – peanuts, walnuts

Vegetables – pumpkin, garlic, onions, carrots, okra, ginger
Fruits – grape fruits, cherries, pineapples, lemon, blackberries, blueberries
Beverages – green tea, coffee, red wine


Blood Group ‘B’: People with blood group ‘B’ are advised to pick a

diverse diet including:
Animal products – beef, eggs, liver
Sea foods – salmon
Dairy – milk, yoghurt

Grains – millet, oats, rice
Vegetables – Green vegetables, ginger

Fruits – pineapples, banana, papaya


Blood Group ‘AB’: Dairy, grains, fruit and vegetables are beneficial
for people with blood group ‘AB’

Animal products – turkey, lamb

Sea foods – mackerel, snail, sardine, cod, tuna
Dairy – eggs, yoghurt, goat’s milk and cheese
Grains – millet, basmati, oatmeal,
Beverages – green tea, coffee

Vegetables – broccoli, cucumber, garlic, mushrooms, sweet potatoes
Fruits – pineapples, cherries, grapes, lemons

While participating in sports is not the ideal thing for some, for many, sports is passion. If
you’re not the athletic type, it can be tiring or stressful. However, there are long term benefits to
actively engaging in fun sport activities like swimming, football and basketball. And that’s because participating in sports improves your health, bones and body metabolism. Nonetheless,
if you are non-athletic like me, there are easy fun sports you can do.
Swimming – This is probably one of the easiest individual sports enjoyed by non-athletics. It requires the use of one’s entire body to move through water. However, before engaging in this
form of sport, you may be required to follow some specific guidelines from a swim instructor.
This is to ensure you avoid common injuries and learn different strokes.

Dancing- Moving your body to the rhythm of a song
feels like only fun until you do it for 30 minutes every
day and realize you have burned 130-250 calories. The
series of leaps and turns you engage your body while
dancing improves your heart rate, joint mobility,

strength, balance and coordination. This coupled with
the right tempo and melody, improves your social and
artistic skills. If you feel dancing alone is weird and a
little bit awkward, then you can join some choreography dance inspired workout classes like
salsa, African dance cardio classes, belly dancing, ballroom and ballet to improve your foot
work skills.
Walking- Taking a walk in the evenings or early hours of
the morning helps to stimulate stronger bones, burn
body calories and improve body metabolism. It also improves one’s mental intuition about route finding and
pace. And if you do not like participating in hard knock

exercises, you could go for a walk twice in a day. This really helps people working from home or for those with
sedentary occupations.
Cycling – Often times, people believe that cycling is a
major sport practiced by athletes without realizing

many of its other benefits. Cycling becomes more medically and physically useful as we age. This is because at
an old age, our muscles and bones become weaker and

it gets harder getting in shape let alone exercising. Besides the incredible health benefits of
cycling, it is important that every new cyclist who would actively love to participate in this
sport should know these four essential cycling tips:


Do a proper research on cycling



Be prepared and certify your medical capabilities



Know the best routes to cycle



Invest in a few key pieces of kit and gears

Chess and Card playing – Did you know that playing chess or cards is an easy sporting activity that could win you cash prizes and improve
your ability to think and make sound decisions?
While many believe that playing cards is old fashioned the fact is these games have gone from primarily being recreational to a widely popular activity. So, if you are looking for ways on improving your mental alertness without any physical
exhaustion, then playing cards and chess is the right option for you.

Angling (Recreational fishing) – For non-athletes
especially those who suffer from post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), recreational fishing requires
fewer skills and physical exertion. You burn calories
and reduce severe anxiety while fishing with a rod

and line.

Movie theatres are back, but if you’re in the camp of staying
home tonight and finding a great flick, we got you. Here are 20
movies to watch (or revisit) that are perfect for every mood you
might be feeling.

When you need something out of this world:

ARRIVAL (2016)

GALAXY QUEST (1999)

When you need a change in scenery:

BLADE

MAD MAX;

RUNNER

FURY

(1982)

ROAD
(2015)

When you need family bonding time:

FATHER OF
THE BRIDE
(1991)

LITTLE
MISS
SUNSHINE
(2006)

When you need a real laugh:

THE BLUES
BROTHERS
(1980)

GROUNDHOG DAY
(1993)

When you need a good scare:

THE EXORCIST (1973)

PSYCHO
(1960)

When you need a super duper hero:

BLACK

KILL BILL:

PANTHER

VOLUME 1

(2018)

(2003)

When you need a history lesson:

ALL THE
PRESIDENT’S
MEN (1976)

HIDDEN
FIGURES
(2016)

When you need a great movie:

CASABLANCA (1942)

JAWS
(1975)

When you need a not-so-great movie:

ARMAGED-

MOMMIE

DON (1998)

DEAREST
(1981)

When you need your heart warmed:

ABOUT TIME

RUDY

(2013)

(1993)

Warren Buffet once said “Do not save what is left after spending but spend
what is left after saving”. As an economist, I can’t resist some economic jargon, so here it goes! Mr Buffet, as I like to call him, was simply saying that
you should live within a savings function than a consumption function. In
other letters (see what I did there!) C = Y – S (consume what is left after sav-

ing). rather than S = Y – C (save what is left after consumption). I know there
are so many things to do with money and the temptation to spend away lurks
around until you receive the credit alert. It’s like expenses, even the unplanned
ones, know when you have money. However, you have to resist that temptation if you want to gain financial freedom. This is a clarion call to increase

wealth and prepare for the future.
Here are a few things that can help improve your savings culture:
Know, understand and budget your expenses
This is the first thing to do as you start your savings journey. You have to take out time to recognize your daily and
monthly expenses and then make a budget for them.

Have a scale of preference and jot down your needs not wants. The most
important factor is the discipline to actually stick to the budget, it will be hard
at first but consistency will make it easy as time goes on.
Set a savings target
Your will and drive to achieve your savings target,
despite the odds, will help sustain your new savings
culture. There is room to exceed your target, but lets
focus on meeting the target first.
Prudence

Prudence simply means doing more with less. Do not
be ostentatious in your transactions, be wise in your
spending. This should not stop you from enjoying
your life. The important thing is balance.
Automate savings
You can segregate part of your monthly income into
savings automatically via your bank. This way, you
set aside savings for unforeseen circumstances, investment and other important purposes. This is an
important strategy for those of us who find it diffi-

cult to stick to a budget or savings target.

Have a purpose for saving
Lastly, your purpose for saving needs to be
clearly defined. Be it to buy a new phone, camera, wedding, house or saving for investment,
you have to state what it is. For instance, if
you were to embark on a project of about N1.2
million in 12 months, this means that you will have to save about N100,000
monthly to reach your target.
While investing money is important, a savings plan is crucial. Set aside some
funds for overlapping expenses and unforeseen contingencies. In fact, basic eco-

nomics assumes that everything that is saved should be translated to investment. In reality, this may be different but saving to invest grows your wealth
and conserves your financial resources.

A side hustle is a personal business to compliment your full-time
job. Side hustles should be flexible. They can also be something in
line with your main job, which will help develop your skills. It is
almost impossible to live on your monthly salary. If you can
have multiple streams of income, why not? The key is BALANCE! Do not let your side hustle impede your efficiency at
work. For many, the side hustle can eventually become the main
dish.

Choosing a side hustle, can be difficult if you are very stereotyped and allergic to change. In reality it can be simple and it
will earn you some loose cash. If you are looking for something,
we have a few tips and options for you...

Skills
To choose a side hustle, you need to know what
your hands can do. What I mean is take an inventory of your SKILL SET! If you are not sure, be
open to learn and try new things. Remember,
there is no hard and fast route to success. The

journey is unique for everyone.
Passion
Alongside your skills, take into consideration
your passion. Have you ever asked yourself
what you are passionate about. Well, if you

haven’t, now is the time. Why? Because it is
almost impossible that you are only good at one thing. When you
discover what your passion is, happiness will reside rent free within you.
Time
On this journey, time management is everything.
Work cannot affect your side hustle and for certain, your side hustle can’t affect your work.

Some side hustles you can explore:

Teaching
You can earn a good additional income from teaching what people
do not know. This can be in the form of either physical or online

tutoring. If you are the type that loves teaching, then you may
find this interesting. A lot of people want to learn new things or
improve on the existing knowledge they have. This is a good opportunity for those people that can plug this knowledge gap.
YouTube is your best bet, if you work a 9-5.
Blogging and vlogging
Blogging and vlogging cuts across various entertainment forms,
business, lifestyle, education, art and photography, beauty and
lots more. Harness your talking and writing skills to make more
money through these avenues. You can also look into freelance
writing and copywriting.

Graphic/Website designing
To be a graphic or website designer, you might need to learn and
get the necessary tools. The materials are available online, plan
towards it and make it happen.
Data analysis
We are in a world where data is very necessary particularly for
decision-making purpose. Individuals and businesses leverage on
big data to make important decisions. You may need to take one
or two online courses on this but hey, its an adventure to make
more money. Do it!

When choosing your side hustle, ensure it is something you love
and really care about, so that you enjoy doing it always.

It's rainy season in Nigeria and quite a number of people experience the same kind of

allergies. Whether it's the incessant sneezing, shortness of breath and a runny nose, these
allergies are peculiar and vary in terms of severity for different people. Nonetheless,
anyone affected should be intentional about keeping the allergies under control, especially
during COVID-19. You need to understand your triggers and stay clear of them. Either you
reduce your intake of cold beverages, stay away from dust, keep warm or just rest.

What really are allergies?
Allergies are how the body reacts to a normally harmless substance such as pollen, grass,
moulds, animal dander, latex, certain foods and insect stings. This basically means that I
may be allergic to something, while you're fine with it.

Symptoms range from mild rash or hives, itchiness, runny nose, watery/red eyes to life
threatening and could depend on a couple of factors. For some people, allergies are
inherited and passed on from their parents.

In most cases, the children inherit the tendency to be allergic, although not to a specific
allergen.
What happens when you have an allergic reaction?
An allergic reaction is what happens when your body reacts to the allergens (the substances

that cause the reaction). If you are
predisposed to allergies, the first moment
you get exposed, your body produces allergic
(IgE) antibodies as it's an immediate
response. These antibodies will find the
allergens and help remove them from your
body system.
Types of allergens
There are various types of allergens


Food - Some people find that they have side effects when they take certain meals. For
people like this, the symptoms could include itching, hives, nausea, vomiting, and
diarrhoea, breathing difficulties and swelling around your mouth. It is usually
recommended to see a doctor for this.



Dust - Living in Nigeria, dust is one of the most common types of allergens. You can
easily get rid of dust by consistent cleaning and vacuuming.

How do you treat allergies?
Ideally, avoiding the allergen is an effective way but it is not always feasible. Antihistamines
are a class of drugs commonly used to treat symptoms of allergies. These drugs help treat
conditions caused by too much histamine, a chemical created by your body's immune sys-

tem. Also, nasal sprays can be used to treat allergy symptoms.
In the event that the symptoms aren't adequately controlled by avoiding allergens and regular medication, immunotherapy is recommended. Allergy immunotherapy shots help make
your body less sensitive to allergen triggers by introducing them in small doses. They have
been shown to be effective in properly selected patients with allergic rhinitis and/or allergic
asthma.
Another treatment option is saline irrigation using a sinus rinse kit. These rinse kits are sold
over-the-counter or can be made at home. To make your own rinse, combine one-half teaspoon non-iodinated salt with one-half teaspoon baking soda in eight ounces of distilled or

boiled water. This mixture rinses out allergens and decreases the amount of inflammation
that they cause.
It’s important to know your triggers so you can avoid them where possible.

Starting a new business is no walk in the park for new entrepreneurs as it involves planning and making countless choices and sacrifices. Yet, people start new
businesses every day. If you’re thinking about starting a business of your own,

then you need to know these essential and unique tips:


Conduct a market search

Conducting a market search gives you an idea of who your target audience and
competitors are. It involves gathering demographic information and blending economic trends for a better understanding of the market in a way that improves your

business idea. It also improves your sense of market share.


Write a business plan

Writing a business plan solidifies the foundation of your business. It guides you
through the early development stages of managing, structuring and growing your
business. Also, if you intend to work with a partner, a good business plan serves

as an ideal tool to clarify expectations in running your business. And if you intend
asking for funding, you definitely need to draft a business plan.



Have a passion, know your numbers ,strengths, skills and weaknesses

Having a passion coupled with fully identifying your strengths and weaknesses
will keep you thriving whenever your business goes through a tough time. Also,
you become more resilient and focused with the right skill and passion. That
way, you stand a better chance of improving your ability to sell your business

ideas to potential investors looking forward to partnering with you.



Get a mentor

It is important that you get a mentor who can offer useful advice based on
their experiences. That way you can be sure that your business is in good hands.
Affordability might be a concern but you really don’t have to break the bank.
Think through your network of friends and family. You’re looking for someone
who is an experienced business person with an extensive network that can help
you expand your business circle further as you grow.



Start small and grow

Lastly, to be on a safer side in minimizing potential loses, it is advisable to
start on a small scale before venturing into a larger range. That way you can be
sure to cut your losses in good faith than regret after securing loans.

